In this paper, we observe that the design of optimal weighted order statistic(W0S) filters under the mean absolute error criterion can be thought of as a two-class linear classification problem. Based on this observation, the perceptron algorithm is applied to design WOS filters. It is shown, through experiments, that the perceptron algorithm can find optimal or near optimal WOS filters in practical situations.
INTRODUCTION
The weighted order statrstic(W0S) filter is a nonlinear digital filter [l] . It has a window moving over an input sequence, and its output i' s calculated by duplicating each input sample Xi,l 5 i 5 b, within a window to the number of the corresponding weight W;; sorting the resulting array of c:=, W; points and then choosing the Tt h largest value from the sorted data, where T is a threshold value. If Eh, Wi is odd and T = (E;"=, W; + 1)/2, then the WOS filter becomes a weighted median(WM) filter [11] [12] [13] . While the class of WOS filters encompasses WM, median and rank order filters [4] , it is a subclass of stack filters [5] .
In [6] and [7] , it is shown that an optimal stack filter can be designed under the mean absolute error(MAE) criterion by using linear programming(LP). Although the WOS filter is a special case of stack filters, it cannot be optimized through LP. In [8] , WOS filters are designed by using the method of steepest descent after approximating the MAE criterion. The design method is simple t o implement, but cannot produce an optimal W O S filter minimizing the MAE. In this paper, we observe that the problem of designing optimal WOS filters under the MAE criterion can be thought of as a two-class linear classification problem [9] . Based on this observation, the perceptron algorithm is applied to design WOS filters. The proposed method can find optimal or nearly optimal W O S filters in practical situations, and it is simple to implement.
The organization of this paper is as follows. In Section 2, we shall briefly review the definitions and properties of stack and WOS filters and intr* duce our notation. The proposed design method for WOS filters is described in Section 3. Finally, in Section 4 W O S filters are designed using the proposed method and applied to enhance noisy images. 
. DESIGN OF W o S FILTERS
The optimization of WOS fiters under the MAE criterion is a slight modification of the optimhation of stack filters. In this section, the design of WOS filters will be considered after briefly reviewing the procedure for designing optimal stack filters.
Suppose that a stack filter F ( X ) is used to estimate a desired signal SI where the time index n of the desired signal is dropped. In (61 and [7] it is shown that the MAE between S and F ( X ) is given 
(7)
In this problem, the inequlity in (7) is the stacking constraints which restricts f(.) to be a PBF. This optimization problem can be solved by LP, but the complexity of LP increases exponentially as 6 increases.
Fkom (4) and (6) the optimization of WOS filters is described as follows: T 2 0.
Due to the nonlinear function U ( . ) , the optimization in (8) and (9) cannot be solved through LP.
Next we shall see that the problem in (8) If Z+ and Z-are linearly separable, then a solution vector of (11) exist and can be obtained by the perceptron algorithm [9] . In this case, the designed WOS filter is equivalent to the optimal stack filter.
A .
On the other hand, when Z+ and Z-are not s e p arable, the solution to (11) does not exist and the optimization in (8) cannot be solved through (11). Use of the perceptron algorithm for the nonseparable case will result in a suboptimal solution to
When an input signal X is equal t o the desired signal S , the optimal filter is naturally the identity filter, which is a WOS filter. If this happens Z+ and Z-are linearly separable, as shown below. &om this obervation, it is deduced that Z+ and Z-tends to become linearly separable as the observation X closes with the desired signal S. This deduction is verified through computer simulation in Section 4. Now we describe the proposed algorithm for designing WOS filters. The algorithm is the same as the standard perceptron algorithm except for the constraints in (9). As mentioned before, this algorithm finds out an optimal WOS filter when Z+ and Z-are linearly separable, and a suboptimal WOS filter, otherwise. The perceptron criterion function that will be used is Prooos ed A100 sit hm
3.1-1.3
Let a(k) be the weight vector at k-th iteration. Set a(1) to an arbitrary nonnegative (b + 1) x 1 vector and k = 1.
Step 1:
Step 2: Replace a ( k ) with
where Z,,,(a(k)) = ( z i l c j a t ( k ) d > 0 ) and P k is a sequence satisfying the limit conditions in [9, p.1461. Then replace all negative elements of a ( k + 1) with zero(0).
Step 3: Stop if
Otherwise, go to Step 2 after increasing k by 1. Here E is a positive number which is sufficiently small, and a;(k) is the i-th element of a(k).
. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Now we present a design example illustrating the performance of the proposed algorithm. This example concerns designing of a 2-dimensional 3 x 3 WOS filter for enhancing a noisy image corrupted by impulses. The original image shown in and Pk = 1/(1+ O.lk), we obtained the vectors a and the number of binary vectors which cannot be separated linearly by the obtained vector a while changing the probability of occurence of impulses, P,. These results are summarized in Table I. When P, = 0 the resulting WOS filter is the identity filter, and the WOS filters approch the median filter as P, increases. It is interesting to note that the number of vectors which are not linearly M-1 separable increases as P, increases. In this experiment, for P, 5 0.025 the designed WOS filter is the optimal one minimizing the MAE, and thus it is equal to the optimal stack filter.
In order to examine the noise suppression characteristics of the designed WOS filters, they are applied to the noisy images and MAE'S between the original and recoverd images are evaluated. The results are summarized in Table 11 . For comparison, the MAE'S obtained for 3 x 3 median and optimal stack filters are also shown in Table 11 . It is noted that the designed WOS filters outperform the median filter and that their performances are close to those of the optimal stack filters. The images for P, = 0.05 are shown in Fig 2. Visually, the results for the WOS and the optimal stack filters look similar. The median filter suppressed impulses somewhat better than the others but caused severe blurring.
CONCLUSIONS
The perceptron algorithm has been applied to design WOS filters based on the observation that the optimization of WOS filters under the MAE criterion can be thought of as a two-class linear classification problem. Through computer experiments, it has been shown that the percetron algorithm can find optimal or near optimal WOS filters in practical situations. 3.1-1. 6 
